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1 EXT. ALLEYWAY. NIGHT 1

TITLE: White text on black background fades in SHIFT. It shimmers as
if a light source is being played across it before the screen fades
out to black

CHRIS is flat, flat, flat against the wall. Squeezed in as tightly as
possible, Chris listens

Nearby we hear footsteps. Someone is creeping along, someone is trying
to make as little noise as possible. Panicked Chris dashes through the
alley. Chris is pursued by footsteps and shouts. Chris flees

2 INT. BIOCITY RECEPTION. DAY 2

Chris is momentarily blinded by the light shining in through the
window. Stumbles, squints, fingers white, grip the briefcase even
tighter. Nods to receptionist, hesitates, slows down then nods to
security. The revolving door exit seems very far away

3 INT. OFFICE. NIGHT 3

The only illumination comes from the photocopier as it copies. Chris
is nervous. Piles of papers fall to the floor. Chris hurriedly picks
them up. Listening Chris shuts off the photocopier. Ducking down
behind it we see the silhouette of two security personnel at the door

4 INT. FRONT ROOM. DAY 4

Chris writes an address on the envelope. The label reads The Daily
Telegraph, news desk, Media City, London

5 EXT. STREET. DAY 5

Chris approaches a post box, package in hand
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6 INT. BEDROOM. DAY 6

Chris removes a few items from a stuffed holdall.

Running on the spot the weight is tested. More items are removed

7 INT. COACH STATION. DAY 7

The holdall is placed inside a locker. Chris pockets the key

8 EXT. NEWSAGENTS. DAY 8

Chris scans the Daily Telegraph for his article. Nothing

9 EXT. ALLEYWAY. NIGHT 9

Chris rushes around a corner and jumps recklessly over the banister.
As he runs he repeatedly looks over his shoulder for his pursuers

Running he drops the holdall. Rushing back to retrieve it, he abandons
that idea and continues his escape

10 INT. FLAT. DAY 10

A set of keys are pushed through the letterbox. On the table we can
see the Daily Telegraph headline. Government plans exposed

As the phone on the table rings we slowly pull back to see the empty
flat

11 EXT. STREET. DAY 11

Chris dumps a bin bag into the bin and slowly walks off down the
street. As he does so a car slowly pulls out and begins to follow him
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12 EXT. NEWS STAND. DAY 12

The billboard reads : Government scientist found dead

THE END


